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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper we provide the motivation for a neutral instrumentation hardware abstraction 
language that is focused on the description and control of instrumentation systems and networks.  
We also describe the design approach and structure of such a language that meets the needs.  The 
language design is described according to the three roles it must serve:  (1) as a descriptive 
language for specifying and describing the components and configuration of an instrumentation 
system, (2) as a command language for issuing configuration and data commands to 
instrumentation hardware and (3) as a query language for requesting the current state of 
instrumentation hardware. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Current instrumentation support systems (ISS) use vendor-specific languages in order to support 
the programming of instrumentation systems prior to instrumentation testing.  Since there are a 
number of vendors selling various data acquisition (DAQ), control, transmission, and storage 
components, an ISS would have to interface not only with these different systems but also with 
the different vendors that sell various instrumentation systems.  Since it is practically impossible 
for a single ISS to interface with every known system and vendor, the ISSs typically select only a 
few and offer an almost complete solution for those hardware vendors.  This hinders the ability 
to mix and match vendors and develop a robust and cost-effective solution.  A second issue 
involves format change.  Any hardware vendor format change or functional enhancement 
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requires a change in the ISS.  Even if these change considerations were to be deemed financially 
feasible by the ISS vendors, they would be incorporated into the next release after a considerable 
period of time.   
 
These issues can be mitigated by developing a neutral language that acts as an intermediary 
between the ISS and each hardware instrument vendor format.  This neutral language needs to 
abstract various hardware characteristics and be a “least common multiple” among all hardware 
types that form an instrumentation system.  In that sense, the neutral language acts as the 
intermediate language between various high-level languages and various vendor-specific 
machine languages.  As a result, we inherit the reduction from m*n interfaces that need to be 
developed and maintained to m+n, where m is the number of ISSs and n is the number of 
instruments.     
 
Our vision is that a single language that can be used to specify instrumentation network and 
hardware configurations as well as act as a command and query language will provide a more 
elegant and robust solution for specifying, simulating, managing, querying, and controlling T&E 
instrumentation networks and systems.  On a larger scale, such a language can be used in diverse 
telemetry, instrumentation, and remote sensing areas such as process control, sensor networks 
relating to homeland security, and mission-critical applications in space, aeronautics, healthcare, 
and manufacturing.   
 
The following sections describe the design of such a language, which we call Instrumentation 
Hardware Abstraction Language (IHAL), in terms of the specification, command, and query 
functions. 
 
 

IHAL DESIGN 
 
IHAL is designed on the principle that the same language must serve three roles:  (1) as a 
descriptive language for specifying and describing the components and configuration of an 
instrumentation system, (2) as a command language for issuing configuration and data 
commands to instrumentation hardware and (3) as a query language for requesting the current 
state of instrumentation hardware.  In this sense, the same IHAL must serve as a specification 
language such as LISP and as a procedural language such as C.   
 
To design IHAL, we developed and maintained the following design artifacts and models: 
 

• Spreadsheet-based data dictionary 
• eXtensible Markup Language (XML) Spy model 
• IDEF1X model 
• Universal Modeling Language (UML) model  

 
In addition, numerous examples supported the IHAL validation.   
 
The three different roles of IHAL are described in the following sections. 
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IHAL AS A DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE 
 

We began by designing IHAL to support its role as a description language.  We divided the 
specification of instrumentation hardware into two levels: the reusable or ‘pool’ level and the 
actual configuration or ‘use’ level.  At the pool level, each component is described according to 
its design and its configuration capabilities, while at the use level each component is described 
according to its current configuration. 
   
For example, if a certain instrument has a configurable gain that can range from 1 to 10 in 
increments of 1, then the specification in the instrument pool will list the minimum gain as 1, the 
maximum gain as 10, and the gain ‘step’ as 1.  Then, if an instance of that instrument is used in a 
network with its gain set to 5, there will be a use-level specification of the instrument that lists 
the current gain as 5. 
 
The next two sections detail the pool and use levels of the IHAL design. 
 
 

IHAL POOL-LEVEL DESIGN 
 

An IHAL document can consist of three different pools: an instrument pool, a transducer pool, 
and a bus pool.  Each pool contains specifications of all of the instruments, transducers, or buses 
that may be used in the IHAL file. 
 
In the instrument pool, an instrument may be specified in one of two different ways.  Instrument 
types that are commonly used in telemetry systems are specified as the IHAL element for that 
type of instrument.  For instance, an analog-to-digital converter is specified in the instrument 
pool as an IHAL <adc> element.  Each of these “first class” instrument types has a 
corresponding IHAL element, and each element has a set of attributes common to that instrument 
type. 
 
A sample of the IHAL code for an <adc> element is shown in figure 1. 
 
<adc id="adc3" name="Acqiris DC438" modelNumber="DC438" manufacturer="Acqiris" impedance="50" maxPower="25" 
numChannels="2" perChannelMemory="4"> 
 <input id="adcI2" busType="CompactPCI"/> 
 <output id="adco2" busType="CompactPCI"/> 
</adc> 

Figure 1  Sample IHAL Text for an ADC Element 

Instruments that do not match any of the first class instrument types are specified as a generic 
<instrument> element.  Each instrument can then be decomposed into subinstruments and basic 
building blocks, such as multiplexors, amplifiers, and filters.  By defining instruments 
recursively in this way, IHAL is flexible enough to support instruments of any complexity.  
Within each instrument or subcomponent, IHAL <input> and <output> elements define the 
connections among components within the instrument.  The XML attributes for each element 
specify the properties of that element, such as name, filter type, etc.   
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A sample of the IHAL code for an <instrument> element is shown in figure 2.  The instrument in 
this example is a 2-channel signal conditioner, which is then composed of two subinstruments 
(each representing a single signal conditioning channel) and a multiplexer.  In practice, each 
subinstrument could be further decomposed into its subelements. 
 
<instrument id="i1" type="Signal Conditioner" manufacturer="L-3 Communications" modelNumber="PSCC-108-1" name=”2 
Channel Signal Conditioner"> 
 <input id="input1"/> 
 <input id="input2"/> 
 <output id="output1" format="PAM"/> 
 <instrument id="i2" type="Signal Conditioner" name="Signal Conditioner Channel"> 
  <input id="input10" inputObject="input1"/> 
  <output id="output2" outputObject="mux9"/> 
 </instrument> 
 <instrument id="i3" type="Signal Conditioner" name="Signal Conditioner Channel"> 
  <input id="input14" inputObject="input2"/> 
  <output id="output6" outputObject="mux9"/> 
 </instrument> 
 <mux id="mux9" numInputs="2" numOutputs="1" name="Channel Selection Multiplexor"> 
  <input id="input42" inputObject="i2"/> 
  <input id="input43" inputObject="i3"/> 
  <output id="output34" outputObject="output1"/> 
 </mux> 
</instrument> 

Figure 2  Sample IHAL Text for a Generic Instrument Element 

Whether the instrument is defined as a first-class instrument type element or as a generic 
<instrument> element, the configurable properties of the instrument can be specified with IHAL 
<configurableParameter> elements.   These elements can be attached to an instrument or basic 
building block element at any level of decomposition.  Each <configurableParameter> element 
represents an aspect of the instrument it is associated with that can be configured.  For example, 
an amplifier may have a configurable parameter for gain, while an analog-to-digital converter 
may have one configurable parameter for gain and another for the number of converter bits.  A 
configurable parameter in IHAL is specified by its type and its possible value settings.  The 
parameter’s possible values can be specified as an open or closed range or as an enumerated list.  
Figure 3 shows sample IHAL code for a configurable bandwidth. 
 
<configurableParameter type="bandwidth"> 
 <enumeration> 
  <enumeratedValue units="MHz">100</enumeratedValue> 
  <enumeratedValue units="MHz">300</enumeratedValue> 
 </enumeration> 
</configurableParameter> 

Figure 3  Sample IHAL Text for a Configurable Parameter 

The transducer and bus pools are designed with the same principles as the instrument pool, with 
the exception that these elements cannot be decomposed into subelements. 
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IHAL USE-LEVEL DESIGN 
 

At the use-level, each IHAL file can contain multiple configurations, and each configuration can 
contain multiple networks.  A configuration represents a collection of all the networks used in a 
given test.  Each network describes a specific set of instrumentation hardware components, their 
settings in that instance, and how they are connected.  Within a network, <instrument_use>, 
<transducer_use>, <bus_use>, and first-class instrument type “_use” elements are used to 
specify instances of components from the pools.   
 
The structure of a “_use” element mirrors that of its counterpart from the pool, except that 
<configurableParameter> elements are replaced with <configuredParameter> elements.  A 
configured parameter is specified by its name, type and current value.  IHAL <input>, <output> 
and <bus> elements are used to specify how the instrument and transducer uses are connected to 
each other in the network. 
     
In addition to describing its hardware networks, each configuration also contains attributes that 
specify for which system under test it was created for, when it was created, and when it was 
implemented.  A configuration can also specify <file> subelements, which provide the path or 
link to relevant files used or obtained during the execution of the test, such as collected data files 
or individual configuration files. 

 
 

OTHER SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 

IHAL provides additional flexibility at all levels of its design with the <param> element.  This 
element allows the specification of custom parameters with its ‘name’ and ‘value’ attributes.  
Nearly every IHAL element can contain any number of <param> child elements to allow 
additional information to be stored. 
 
In addition, IHAL includes a single-value cost attribute for all pool-level instruments in the 
IHAL schema.  If this data is made available in a model, it can be used to calculate potential 
savings when comparing two interchangeable instruments. 
 
 

IHAL AS A COMMAND LANGUAGE 
 

Once we designed the description aspect of IHAL, it became apparent that each “_use” element 
specification could also be used as the IHAL command to set that component to that 
configuration.  A new attribute, “action=SET” can be added to each <configuredParameter> 
element that should be set.  In this way, the command for setting a specific parameter would 
simply be the contents of the component’s “_use” element, with the attribute “action=SET” 
added to the configured parameter that is being set. 
 
As an example, figure 4 shows an IHAL configuration command that sets an oscilloscope’s volts 
per division to 0.1V and time base to 250ns.  The remaining configuredParameter elements are 
ignored and could be omitted from the command. 
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<scope_use id="su0" pool_ref="scope0" name="Bench Oscilloscope"> 
 <configuredParameter type="channel"> 
  <value>1</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <configuredParameter type="voltsPerDiv" action=”SET”> 
  <value units="volts">0.1</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <configuredParameter type="timeBase" action=”SET”> 
  <value units="seconds">0.00000025</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <configuredParameter type="bus"> 
  <value>gpib</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <input id="scopeIn" inputObject="adcu1"/> 
</scope_use> 

Figure 4  Sample IHAL configuration command 

 
IHAL AS A QUERY LANGUAGE 

 
Similarly, the query functionality of IHAL can be achieved by setting the “action” attribute of a 
<configuredParameter> element to “GET.”  In this way, a command to query the status of a 
component would be the same as a command to configure the component, except the 
“action=SET” attribute(s) is (are) replaced with “action=GET”. 
 
For example, figure 5 shows an IHAL query that requests that the oscilloscope return its current 
values for volts per division and time base.  The remaining <configuredParameter> elements as 
well as the value elements are ignored and could be omitted from the query. 
 
<scope_use id="su0" pool_ref="scope0" name="Bench Oscilloscope"> 
 <configuredParameter type="channel"> 
  <value>1</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <configuredParameter type="voltsPerDiv" action=”GET”> 
  <value units="volts">0.1</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <configuredParameter type="timeBase" action=”GET”> 
  <value units="seconds">0.00000025</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <configuredParameter type="bus"> 
  <value>gpib</value> 
 </configuredParameter> 
 <input id="scopeIn" inputObject="adcu1"/> 
</scope_use> 

Figure 5  Sample IHAL Query 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The current lack of a neutral language for the specification and control of instrumentation 
networks hinders the ability of test engineers to develop robust and cost-effective solutions and 
also makes it difficult to adjust to changes in hardware vendor formats.  The Instrumentation 
Hardware Abstraction Language provides a standard method of specifying and controlling 
instrumentation networks and the hardware contained in them.  As a neutral language, IHAL 
would make it easier to mix-and-match hardware components and adapt to changes in the 
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formats used by both hardware and instrumentation support systems.   We have designed the 
IHAL language to serve as both a specification language, a control language, and a query 
language. 




